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Press Release – for immediate release 

Multi award winning comedy trio Police Cops bring to Worthing their brand 

new 90’s inspired comedy blockbuster show, Badass be thy name. 

 

Police Cops have taken the world by storm, garnering critical acclaim across 

the globe and enjoying total sell out runs at multiple highbrow venues. Parody 

and satire are at the heart of Police Cops’ productions, integrating dynamic 

stagecraft, supercharged physical theatre and cinematic style with 

imaginative concepts, exhilarating texts and musical flair. Police Cops 

coming to Worthing’s Connaught Studio on Thursday 14 July 2022 at 7:30pm.  

 

In a gritty northern town in 1999, complete with a 90s rave soundtrack, a 

kitchen sink drama turns into a vampire-slaying horror epic. Supercharged 

physical comedy with more vampires than you can shake a stake at, this 

promises to be a rip-roaring ride of raucous physical comedy! 

 

Police Cops create highly playful performances which combine inventive 

physical storytelling with their own brand of off-the-wall comedy. Parody and 

satire are centred at the heart of their productions, where they integrate with 

dynamic stagecraft, supercharged physical theatre and cinematic style. 

Imaginative concepts, exhilarating texts and musical flare, Police Cops 

create vibrant pieces of theatre that leave a lasting impression on their 

audiences. 

 

The formation of the group consists of Zachary Hunt, Nathan Parkinson and 

Tom Roe; a three man multi award-winning, globally acclaimed comedy 

company based in London. With a shared vision of creating highly physical, 

highly entertaining and even highflyer clever comedy, in 2014 Police Cops 

were born.  

 

Police Cops three shows 'Police Cops', 'Police Cops in Space' and 'Badass be 

thy name' have taken the world by storm; they have won an multitude of 

awards, garnered critical acclaim across the globe and have enjoyed total 

sell out runs at The Edinburgh Fringe Festival (2016, 2017, 2018 and 2019) and 

on London’s West End at Soho Theatre. 

 

Police Cops: Badass Be Thy Name will be held at the Connaught Studio on 

Thursday 14 July 2022, 7:30pm. Tickets are available from £13.50. For more 

information on this or any of the events, visit www.wtm.uk or call the WTM Box 

Office on 01903 206 206. 

 

http://www.wtm.uk/
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★★★★★ "An absolute jewel in the crown” – The Argus  

 

★★★★★ “Undoubtedly highly talented writers and performers" - West End 

Wilma 

 

★★★★★ “Champions of physical comedy at its most phenomenal.” - 

Edinburgh Festival Magazine 

 

<ENDS>  
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NOTES TO EDITORS 

 

WTM 

Twitter, Facebook, Instagram: @wtmworthing 

Website: www.wtm.uk/ 

Box Office Phone: 01903 206 206 

 

Police Cops 

Facebook, Twitter, Instagram: @PoliceCops_ 

Website:  www.policecops.co.uk/  
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EVENT LISTING 

 

Police Cops: Badass Be Thy Name 

Date: Thursday 14 July 2022 

Time: 7:30pm 

Venue: Connaught Studio, Union Pl, Worthing BN11 1LG 

Tickets: From £13.50 

Link: wtm.uk/events/police-cops-badass-be-thy-name/  
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For press enquiries please contact: 

Kathryn Follis: Marketing Coordinator for WTM 

E: kathryn.follis@wtam.uk   
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Police Cops: Badass Be Thy Name  
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